### Organisation of the Vienna City Administration

**District Councils**

- City Council (100 members)

**Municipal Departments**

1. Financial Affairs
2. Accounting Services
3. Economic Affairs
4. Social Affairs
5. Development and Planning
6. Education and Youth
7. European Affairs
8. Press and Information
9. Urban Development
10. Construction, Urban Renewal and Women’s Issues
11. Kindergartens
12. Child and Youth Welfare
14. Building and Facility Management
15. Urban Development and Planning
16. Strategic Healthcare
17. Integration and Diversity
19. Building Inspection
20. Technical Urban Renewal
21. Vienna Water
22. Environmental Protection
23. Housing Matters
24. Environmental Protection
25. Housing Promotion and Marketing
26. Social Housing
27. Housing Matters
28. Housing Matters
29. Building Inspection
30. Housing Matters
31. Vienna Water
32. Housing Promotion and Marketing
33. Wien Energie
34. Land Use North-East
35. Building Inspection
36. Housing Matters
37. Building Inspection
38. Housing Matters
39. Housing Matters
40. Housing Matters
41. Housing Matters
42. Housing Matters
43. Housing Matters
44. Housing Matters
45. Wien Energie
46. Wien Energie
47. Wien Energie
48. Wien Energie
49. Wien Energie
50. Wien Energie
51. Wien Energie
52. Wien Energie
53. Wien Energie
54. Wien Energie
55. Wien Energie
56. Wien Energie
57. Wien Energie
58. Wien Energie
59. Wien Energie
60. Wien Energie
61. Wien Energie
62. Wien Energie
63. Wien Energie
64. Wien Energie
65. Wien Energie
66. Wien Energie
67. Wien Energie
68. Wien Energie
69. Wien Energie
70. Wien Energie
71. Wien Energie
72. Wien Energie
73. Wien Energie
74. Wien Energie
75. Wien Energie
76. Wien Energie
77. Wien Energie
78. Wien Energie
79. Wien Energie
80. Wien Energie
81. Wien Energie
82. Wien Energie
83. Wien Energie
84. Wien Energie
85. Wien Energie
86. Wien Energie
87. Wien Energie
88. Wien Energie
89. Wien Energie
90. Wien Energie
91. Wien Energie
92. Wien Energie
93. Wien Energie
94. Wien Energie
95. Wien Energie
96. Wien Energie
97. Wien Energie
98. Wien Energie
99. Wien Energie
100. Wien Energie

**District Chairspersons**

- District Chairpersons

**Chief Executive Office**

- Chief Executive Director

- Executive Office of the Mayor

- Special bodies not subject to directions

**City Council Committees**

- City Council Committees

**Legend:**

- -- Authority to give instructions
- --- Authority to give instructions to officials with special assignments
- --- --- in the framework of their administrative group
- "Request for examination by the Mayor or an Executive City Councillor for matters pertaining to the administrative group and/or decision by the City Council or City Council Committees for the City of Vienna Court of Audit to carry out an examination"
- *) of whom 7 Executive City Councillors

---

**As per: 01.04.2022**